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/i lprethod for the design of a lir~errr r i ~ m  invario~it sj:~tertz,for r.ealizirtg orbituarily 
~prcifrcd dosed lool? po/e.s, via !he IJ'all.f?r funcfiolr c1~1~1I'orrch is pre.scnled. 7% 
deign technique is colnpared with that which ~ i t i l i z e ~  the state variable approcrch. 
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The modem approach to control system design is to use the state 
variable techniques. In order to assign a~bitrarily specified poles to the 
closed loop system through state variable feedback, we require the system 
to be completely controllable. In order to generate the state variables, we 
require the system to be completely observable. Hence, design by state 
variable method utilizes only the completely controllable and completely 
observable subset of the overall state variable equations. Since the transfer 
function corresponds to the comnpletely controllable and completely obser- 
~ablt  subset of the statc variable dcscrjptiou, it stands to reason that the 
transfer funclion approach, should also enable us lo dcsign the system for 
achieving arbitrarily specified closed loop poles. Such a design procedure 
enables a nonspecialist (who is unable to comprehend the abstract state 
variable techniques) to appreciate the tcchique which works with physical 
variables of the process. 

[t is interesting to note that when designing an observer, we specify 
the eigenvalues of the observer arbitrarily. Further, it  can be recalled 
that the introduction of the dynamic observer in the feedback path does 
noof affect the stability of the closed loop system. More specdically, the 
chsed loop poles of the overall system containing the observer m the feed- 



back path (see Fig. 1 ) are the required closed loop poles and the poles of 
tllc obscrvcr [I]. Convcntionnl transfer fu~lctioll approach iclls us  that 

uLi) - P Sys tem 

unless tilc~o la a pole zcr o c:~nccliation, a feedback loop polc ca~inot be a 
pole of the closed loop. Hence wc conclude that all the poles of thc observer 
get cancelled. 

The abohe observations motivate us to develop a design procedure to 
realize a~bitrmiiy specified closed loop poles through the transfer function 
approach. Sirch a d ~ i g n  procedure is presented in the present paper with 
special reference to a single input-single output system. The technique 
can be extended to mi~ltiple input-multiple output systems [2]. 

2 .  DEVELOP~IENT OF TEE DESIGN PKOCEDURE 

Let the transfer function of the system whose design is contemplated be 

'? (d 
ti(,%) ' (1) 

Let the degree of d (s) be (11) and that of g (s) be (n - I), so that the above 
transfer function corresponds to that encountered generally in practice. Let 
the feedback design be achieved according to Fig. 2. 

Let 



The degrees and coefficients of the poly~~omials p (s),  h (s)  and b (,r) are 
yet to bc specificd. There is no loss of gcncrality in assuming the coefficients 
of the highest powers of (s') in p ( s )  and d (s) to be unity. The design 
objective is to select A(s) and B ( s )  so ihnl  the closed loop of Fig. 2, is 
assipned arbitrarily specified eigenvalues. Simple c;~lculations show that 
the closed loop transfcr ri~nction is givcn by 

If it is possible to select lz ( s )  and b (s) s~lch that 

12 ($1 g ( 8 )  t b (s )  d (s) = p (s)  k (s)  (6)  
where k (.TI is an arbitrarily specified. polynomi:~l, then equation (5) becomes 

H ( s ) G ( s )  + B O ) =  k(r)  
d(s) 

2nd the closed loop transfer f h c h o n  becomes 

C(S) -gO) ld ( s )  g ( s )  _g(r )  
U (s) - i- = d ( s )  $. k ( s )  F(.T) 

(1 ($1 
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We recall that the coefficient of sn in cl (s) is unity. H a m  it i s  suAiCient 10 
require k (3) to be a polynomial of degree (n - 1) with arbitrary coefficients 
so that d (s) + k (s) becomes an arbitrarily specified polynomial. Using 
this information in equation (6), we can conclude that the degrees of h ($1, 
b (s) and p (s) are (n - l), (n - 2) and (?I - I )  respectively, when minimum 
number of parameters are to be used in H (3)  and B (s). With the above 
preliminary observations we let 

wllere the coefficients pi. Ifi. bi and ri are yet to bc specified. Let 

g (s) = gn_, . P 1  + . . . + g+ + go ( 1  3) 

d(s) 5 sn $. (InT1 sn-l t . . . i- dos 3. (lo (14) 

where gi and di are known coefficients. 

From the perfo~mance specifications, we can arrive at the desired closed 
loop characteristic equation, and hence ri are determined from this. 

We nore that 

r ( s )  = d(s) -j- k (s). (15) 
Hence 

P (s) = ). (s) - d(s)  

= lin, sn-I +- . . . f kls + I-,, (1 6) 
where 

Let us choose the polynomial p (s) such that all its eigenvalues are in 
the left half of complex plane. This requirement is imposed on the poly- 
nomial p (s). so that any imperfect cancellation of the poles of H(s)  and 
B (s) will not significantly affect the transient response of the resulting system. i 

Design of the feedback network becomes complete with the computa- 
tion of the coeffi4ent.s bi and hi of the polynomial B (s) and H (s). 
Let 

P (.T) k ($1 = 57 (s) 
- - sLn-= + qm-% s=n-s ;. . . . + q5s $- go. (18) 
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we note that since p (3) and q (s) are known polynomials, q (sj can bc 
Using equation (18) in equation (6) we get 

R (s) g (s) -I- b (s) d (s) = q (s). (1 9) 

Substitutmg for the vaiious poly~iomials in equation (19) front equations 
(10). ([I) ,  (IZ), (13) and (1 8) and equating the coefficients of' like powets 
of s on both sides, we get the following linear algebraic equation for Lhe 
unknolvn coefi:icnts bi and hi. 

The determinant of the coefficient matrix is the resultant of the poly- 
nomials d (s) and g (s) and i s  non-zero, if the polynomials d (s) and g (s) 
are relatively prime 3. Thei-cfore equation (20) gives a unique solution 
to the parameters bi and hi. This completes the design of the closed loop 
system for arbitrary assignment of closed loop poles. 

3. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

Given : 

Required closed loop characteristic polynomial = (ss -+ 6s2 3. lls 6)" 
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Sohrfion 

Aqsumc p (r) = s' + 4 r  + 20 (arbitrary). Eq~mtion (20) for the 
above becomes 

I - " 

--6 0 2 0 0  

1 - 6 1 2 0  

1 4 0 1 1  

- 
from which 

-b,l 1;- 15 - 

62.5 

I h, 12 5 
I-- - - 

Hence 

It would be interesting to compare this solution with that through state 
variable feedback. The O ~ S ~ N C ~  canonical form for the given transfer 
function is written below 

Let us seek an observer (2nd order) such that z ( t )  = [a I] x where z (f) 
is given by Z = Dz f fc (1) $- wu (t). 



[t can be shown that we get the follow~11g solutlol~ for the obae~ver 

Ful.thci it c:in be shown that the rccluil~cd htatc vruiablc fccdba'k whith 
a5Gg11a the rcquircd cloacd loop pcrlcs is givcn by 

Thc two Secdback loop transfer ~llllction can now bc calcul;t~cd and arc 
givcn by 

and 

In this paper it has been shown that the transfer function approach 
Can give exactly the sarnc results as given by the state variable approach 
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for the deign of a single input-single output system in older to 1rcalire 
a~bitrarily specified closed loop poles. 

Pearson [4] presents' a method of solving the same problem. Hcrc 
the feedback compensator is excited only by the output of Ihc system. 
Further the method rcqr~ires the specification of (2n - 1) closed loop 
polcs. 

Thc prcscnt pq~cl-  also l-cquit.es, though iridircctly, the sl?ccific;ttioas 
of (211 - 1) polcs, i T  we take into coclsideralion thc arbitlwily selected 
(11 -- 1 ) poles of the fecdhackcompcnsator excitcd by the both input and 
oulput of the given systems. 

It would he woi-thwhile lo  ex;niiitic which of t11csc 111ethods would 
cause less instrunlentation probleins (by demanding lesser gain terms/coeffi- 
cients of the compensator transfer fi~nction) before choosing onc in preference 
to thc other. 
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